
 

 

The ABZzzzzz’s of Baby’s Bedtime:  
A Complete Guide to You and Your Newborn’s Sleep  

 

Introduction: Rested Moms and Healthy Babies 

 

Unless you’re lucky enough to have a live-in nanny or a partner that’s a pure night 

owl, the chances of getting an uninterrupted night’s sleep with a newborn in the 

house are slim to none. Sorry! 

For three months, your baby’s tummy is too small to hold more than a few hours’ 

worth of milk or formula. So they will wake up every three or four hours to be fed. 

And since they aren’t capable of feeding themselves yet, you’ll have to get up, 

too.  

Of course, as babies grow, their stomach capacity increases, and they’ll start 

sleeping through the night. But for the first few months, your job as a parent is 

especially tough, and you might start feeling like a zombie as you stagger into 

the nursery for yet another 3am feeding. 

It’s easier said than done but ensuring both you and your baby get enough sleep 

is unbelievably important. Sleep is vital to your newborn’s early development. 

Every new mom will eventually catch herself doing something embarrassing 

thanks to sleep deprivation (like leaving the house without pants on, or pouring 



 

 

dish soap on her pancakes, instead of syrup). But a few hours rest when you can 

get it is crucial to conserving the energy you need to care for your little one, and 

of course yourself.  

This mom-approved guide is designed to help you master the delicate art of your 

baby’s bedtime routine. It contains a wealth of useful advice and information 

about creating an ideal sleeping room environment, establishing a sleep ritual, 

and soothing your baby when (s)he fusses. You’ll also learn about your baby’s 

sleep cycle, and find out how to combat the new mother’s most persistent foe—

sleep deprivation.   

By reading this guide before your little one arrives, you’ll have a firm foundation 

of knowledge to ensure your baby gets all the sleep they need. If you’ve already 

given birth, not to worry! Here, you’ll find plenty of handy reference points that 

you can look back to at any time.  

Your Sleepy Bundle of Joy 

 

Believe it or not, your newborn will sleep for about 16 hours a day during his or 

her first three months! It might not feel like that much, but that’s because their 

sleep is divided into a series of shorter naps separated by feedings. For an adult 

accustomed to a solid eight hours a night, this can really throw your body clock 

off, leaving you frazzled and perma-tired!  



 

 

 

Your baby’s sleep cycle is very different from your own. In adults, the REM (rapid 

eye movement) phase of sleep accounts for about 25% of our night. The other 

75% is called non-REM sleep and consists of four stages, during which we 

transition from wakefulness to deep sleep, and vice versa.  

In newborns, REM sleep makes up about 50% of each sleep cycle. During REM 

sleep, the brain is active—and you might both learn and dream. Of course, your 

baby acquires more new information during their first few months than at any 

other stage in their life. Everything is new! This is why it’s so important that your 

baby gets all their sleep: their brain needs time to process it all, and then either 

store or discard. 

But that’s not to say the other 50% of your baby’s sleep is unimportant! During 

the non-REM phase, the heart pumps more blood to the muscles, your glands 

release growth hormones, and tissues grow and repair themselves. This stage is 

also important for restoring energy. Without enough sleep, your baby can 

become overtired and cranky, making it harder to put them down to sleep now 

and in the future—and potentially impacting their 

development.  

You may notice your baby making some jerky movements 

while falling asleep. This is perfectly normal—it’s known as a 

“hypnic jerk,” and adults do it too! Some restless motions 

during sleep (like smiling or twitching a leg) are also very 

common.  

The Basics of Bedtime 

It won’t be long before you and your baby settle into 

comfortable routine (we’ll cover this in the next section). 

Before that, let’s go over a few basics. Some may seem obvious—but when 

you’re exhausted, it’s easy to forget something or get mixed up.  



 

 

Check your baby’s diaper is clean and dry before putting him or her in the crib. A 

wet or soiled diaper is likely to cause diaper rash, and will be uncomfortable and 

unhygienic for your baby to sleep in. There are stories of sleepy moms 

accidentally putting the clean diaper on top of the 

soiled one without thinking, so it’s always a good 

idea to double check!  

Always put your newborn down on his or her back. 

The risk of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) is 

significantly higher if your baby sleeps on their 

tummy. You might have been told that the side is 

okay as well, but this is not true—it leaves your baby 

susceptible to rolling over onto his or her belly. It’s 

also best to avoid placing anything in the crib except 

your baby. Stuffed animals are cute, but it’s possible 

for them to suffocate your baby. Put them on a 

shelf instead—at least until your little one is old 

enough to enjoy them safely.  

Whether your baby sleeps in a nursery or in the bedroom with you and your 

partner, it’s best to keep pets out of the room. The sad truth is, they may cause 

harm to your newborn, even if they’re usually great around children. Both dogs 

and cats can bite or scratch your child, and it’s possible for cats to get into the 

crib and accidentally smother them. This is too horrible to think about, so to be 

safe, ensure you close your newborn’s door at night, or keep your pets shut in 

another room whenever your baby is asleep or alone.  

Establishing a Comforting Sleep Ritual 

Bedtime with your baby can be a uniquely special and rewarding experience. 

That being said, your prevailing emotion might simply be one of relief—especially 

once you’ve gotten your newborn to fall asleep! But it won’t take too long for you 

and your baby to settle in after coming home from the hospital, and after about 

twelve weeks, your little one will often sleep through the night. Establishing a 

http://www.webmd.com/children/guide/diaper-rash#1
https://www.newborncourse.com/mod/lesson/view.php?id=152&pageid=1319


 

 

calming routine helps ease that transition, and makes bedtime more pleasant for 

everyone.   

First things first. Check that the conditions in your baby’s room are conducive to 

a good night’s sleep. Try to keep the temperature at around 65-72°F. This might 

seem cool, but it will help your baby sleep. If you’re worried it’s not warm 

enough, feel your baby’s hands, feet, or head. If his or her skin is cold, consider 

swaddling your baby with blankets, or layering footie pajamas over a onesie. On 

the other hand, if they feel sweaty, opt 

for one-piece pajamas without feet, or 

lower the temperature.  

Some babies sleep well in a perfectly 

quiet room, but the presence of gentle 

background noise can create a soothing 

effect. Remember that your newborn is 

accustomed to the organic sounds of your womb. Consider buying a noise 

machine. Soft music and the sounds of a fan are also effective. At first, your baby 

might wake up every time someone sneezes or steps on the creaky floorboard in 

the hall. But over time, he or she will acclimatize to the sounds of your home, so 

you can relax instead of tiptoeing around.   

Many parents swear by a simple nighttime formula to send their little ones to 

sleep: bath, boob or bottle, and bed. What works for one mother isn’t guaranteed 

to work for the next, but this is a good place to start.  

Reading your baby a book before bed can be a pleasurable experience for you 

both, and stimulates your baby’s development. Did you know that he or she will 

recognize your voice from the womb? Hearing you read aloud peaks your baby’s 

interest, encouraging the development of listening skills. Plus, it’s a great 

opportunity to bond and snuggle.  

If you read to your baby every day at around the same time, his or her body clock 

will start to respond. This makes it easier for you to establish a sleep schedule for 

your baby, reducing the disruption to your own.  



 

 

Reading isn’t the only calming bedtime activity you can use to establish this 

schedule and build your bond. Singing a lullaby is another option, as is gently 

rocking your little one in your arms. Encourage your partner to do the same when 

it’s his turn to get up for the nightly feeding. Not only will it help your baby grow 

familiar with your bedtime ritual, but it gives your partner an opportunity to 

bond, too.  

Though it can be tempting, try not to let your baby fall asleep in your arms too 

often. It’s a lovely feeling, but the little one can grow dependent on being near 

you to fall asleep. Try to transfer him or her into the crib when you spot the signs 

of sleepiness. This encourages healthy sleeping habits.  

This also helps your baby distinguish night from day. As your newborn grows 

older and begins to sleep for longer periods without interruption, you can 

condition him or her to instinctually know that nighttime is bedtime. Your own 

sleeping pattern will thank you! 

When you go to feed your baby during the day, try to talk to him or her as much 

as possible. Keep the lights on, and take them outside from time to time. At 

night, avoid switching overhead lights on—opt for a dim lamp instead so the 

room remains mostly dark. Keep noise to a minimum—though we know it’s easy 

to trip in the dark when you’re exhausted! Chin up!  

 Sleeping Arrangements: Together or Alone? 

Preparing the nursery before your baby arrives is 

something both you and your partner can enjoy. But 

some parents prefer their newborn to sleep in the 

same room or even in the same bed with them, at 

least at first. Bed-sharing is more common in some 

cultures than in others. While it does have some 

benefits, it also carries several potential risks.  

Allowing your infant to sleep in the same bed as you 

and your partner can increase the risk of SIDS. Your 



 

 

mattress and soft bedding (like the duvet and pillows) have the potential to 

suffocate your baby. The bedframe itself can be dangerous, as your baby can 

become wedged between it and the wall or get his or her head caught in a slatted 

or latticed headboard. Another risk factor is your own body, and that of your 

partner. If either of you have a tendency to roll in your sleep, you could 

potentially crush your newborn. If one or both of you is a smoker, you should not 

sleep near your child—the inhalation of second or third hand smoke also 

heightens the risk of SIDS. Even if you wash thoroughly after smoking a 

cigarette, the toxins can seep from your skin as you sleep, harming your baby’s 

health.  

Both the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the U.S. Consumer Product 

Safety Commission (CPSC) advocate against bed-sharing for these reasons. But 

that does not mean you have to sleep in separate rooms if you don’t want to. 

Installing a crib or bassinette in your bedroom allows you to enjoy all the benefits 

of being close your baby, while avoiding potential risks.  

Room-sharing is especially convenient for moms who breastfeed. It means you 

can handle that sleepy 4am feed within a few feet of your own bed! Since you’re 

close by, feeding times are shorter, meaning both you and your baby can get 

more sleep. Plus, you’ll find it easier to sync your sleep cycle with your little 

one’s—so you’ll have fewer restless nights. But the main reason that some 

parents choose to room-share is simply to feel closer to their baby. This closeness 

can help you to develop your bond. That being said, you don’t have to sleep with 

your baby in the same room to be close to them—that’s what snuggles and 

playtime are for! Co-habitation is entirely optional, and should be based on what 

you and your partner are most comfortable with, and feel is best for your baby.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Soothing a Fussy Baby 

 

No matter what you do, sometimes your baby just will not sleep. This doesn’t 

reflect badly on you as a mother—the little one just hasn’t developed the ability 

to tell you what’s wrong yet. They might not even know!  

Rhythmic motions like walking around or rocking your baby can help soothe and 

lull them to sleep to sleep. Some parents even take their newborn for a walk or a 

ride! This isn’t always practical, and you’ll inevitably have some nights when you 

walk around and around with your baby for what seems like hours before they 

suddenly nod off.  

An infant massage can sometimes help. This involves gentle rolling, twisting, and 

stroking movements against your baby’s skin. Start at his or her feet and move 

up to the abdomen. Then massage the baby’s hands and work toward the chest. 

This can be very calming for your baby, and nice for you to perform. You may 

want to offer your baby his or her pacifier. Some parents prefer not to use these, 

but they can promote self-soothing and lower your baby’s risk of SIDS. If you do 

choose to use a pacifier, always check that it is free of bisphenol-A (BPA) and 

contains ventilation holes in the shield to let air in. Always ensure it is the right 

size—it seems too big or small for your baby’s mouth, it may cause choking. To 

see more soothing and settling techniques, watch our short video by clicking the 

Take A Peek Button.  

https://newborncourse.com/


 

 

 

Healthy Mom, Healthy Baby: Avoiding Sleep Deprivation 

 

You knew it when you signed up for parenthood. You’re going to lose some sleep. 

Think of sleep deprivation as a rite of passage—it means you’re a new mom! 

While it’s almost impossible to avoid entirely, there are some measures you can 

take to limit the amount of sleep you’re losing.  

When your child is resting, rest. Don’t feel embarrassed about napping during the 

daytime or letting the house become messy. After all, housework can wait—your 

health cannot!  

Your partner can help. Raising a newborn is a team sport, and you both need to 

step up to the plate! If your partner works fulltime, it might not be possible for 

them to rise during the night for feedings. In that case, ask them to take care of 

things just before they leave for work, and again when they get home. You’ll get 

a few more hours of sleep in the morning, and your baby gets to see his or her 

daddy some more!  

You need to slow down with a new baby to take care off. Remember that it’s 

okay to cancel plans with friends if you’re too tired to go out. If they’re mothers 

themselves, they’ll certainly understand—if not, just tell them the truth. Being a  



 

 

mom is a full-time job, and on top of that, you’re still learning how to do it! You’ll 

probably spend a lot of time cooped up in the house,  

and you might feel like you’re going stir crazy. Taking a little walk outside 

occasionally is the simple cure for this—and it’ll help you sleep better. Put your 

little one in the stroller and take him or her for a walk around the neighborhood. 

Your neighbors will love to stop and say hello to your bundle of joy, helping you 

to feel less cooped up.  

If family, friends, or trusted neighbors offer 

help, take it! Maybe your mom just wants 

to coo over her grandchild—let her and 

take a nap while she does! If you don’t feel 

like sleeping, even resting quietly for a few 

hours can be a huge relief when you know 

someone is there to take care of your 

lovable alarm clock.  

Hiring outside help is another option. A full- or part-time nanny can take some of 

the burden off your shoulders, especially if you plan to return to work. Even a 

local college student offering babysitting services can be a lifesaver, allowing you 

to get out of the house for a little while and spend some quality “me” time. You 

can also consider hiring a cleaner to come in a few days a week to scrub the floors 

and do the dishes, checking one thing off that endless new-mom to-do list.  

You’ll probably be too tired to cook much during the first few months of being a 

mom. If you’re reading this while still pregnant, it’s a good idea to start preparing 

and freezing healthy meals in advance. That way, you can just stumble into the 

kitchen and pop a portion of casserole or lasagna into the microwave without the 

hassle. After all, time spent cooking is time you could spend catching a few z’s.  

To that end, Amazon and other online delivery services are great resources when 

you don’t feel up to leaving the house. You can order essentials from toilet paper 

to chocolate online with zero hassle. Depending on where you live, many 

websites offer next day delivery—ideal for those days when you realize you’re 

https://www.pavillionagency.com/


 

 

running out of diapers. With little tasks like these taken care of, you’ll find you’re 

less stressed, and it will be easier to sleep when your baby is sleeping.  

Sleep deprivation increases your risk of developing postpartum depression. If you 

feel overwhelmed, never be afraid to reach out for help. Looking after yourself 

enables you to look after your baby—you are not being selfish if you need to ask 

for help.  

Goodnight, Babies and Moms! 

You’re now as ready as you’ll ever be to 

help your baby get to sleep and get 

some sleep yourself. To find out more 

about topics related to your newborn’s 

sleep, browse the Sleep Course on our 

site. And remember, the Newborn 

Course is here to help you every step of 

the way in the journey that is 

motherhood. You’re going to be a 

great mom. Now get some rest!  

Today is a great day to inform, prepare, and empower your pregnancy and 

parenting experience! 

You’re going to be a great parent! 
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